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Here something
blooms; from out of a silent crevice
an unknowing weed emerges singing into
existence.
- Rainer Maria Rilke
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All Around Us
Mike Rosen
When the new day bursts black night
Into a thousand shimmering rays of light,
And overcast skies relent,
Letting sunshine pour forth for a thirsty earth,
You can catch a glimpse of heaven.
Above the blue jay's high, hearty nest,
Beyond the orange glow of sleepy rising sun,
Over the dew-drenched meadows
Where herds of mighty buffalo once grazed
And migrating flocks departed
A perfect V shape slicing through the air
Through the Northern woodlands
Where the oldest Oaks are home
To squirrel and cardinal alike,
Beneath the ocean's glassy surface
Where a world of brilliant color hides,
Look and you will see.
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At the Brink of the Street
Andrew Wright
Erika lived between the Longs and the Hayes,
a pedal down Winding Way
past red doors and orange brick,
through a suburban autumn,
in a tall two-story
pallid sallow and chestnut home
with hazel trim and door.
Broken pieces of her driveway scattered among mine.
A canopy of walnut leaves
muffled the house in dusk
and disbanded grass to patches.
The angular roof made the Spidels uneasy.
Erika's voice was lost among four
like her, and one on the way.
The addition of liable years
drove her father crazy.
Wind and fallen-nut percussions
scored his descent measured in restive nights.
Mr. Watt's lights were green
and uneven on the walls.
Kitchen-light burned my eyes on carpool mornings.
The grey mini-van was a pocket of exhaust.
Her mother never spoke to me directly.
She held the glaze of a still-frame.
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I watched the fire of taillights as they passed
and closed signs reflected off the wet streets.
Erika stared past me.
I was the chatter that fades
from the foreground when reading a book.
She, a product of sternness and lunacy,
once gave me a bread crumb smile.

Baggot Street
Gary Petrie
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Ode on an Examination
Ashley Caveda
O'er Milton's pains my eyes do strain,
As day's last light is spent,
And darkness falls while Knowledge calls
To hasten man's descent.
Words blur the mind and idlers find
An eager diligence:
Poor Johnson's shame plays sober gamesHis bantering defense.
Sweet Jollity strays far from me
And far off stray my thoughts;
My happiness is quite hard-pressedIn vanity it's sought.
/

Though rays dance in and warm my skin
While Art and Genius weep,
I shoo away the break of day
That did not witness sleep.
But robed in flames, the Sun's will reigns,
And bids Morn from its bedAs Lycidas is sorely missed,
My pillow lacks a head.
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Datta
Alicia Pattison
He called, "mia principessa,"
on the steps of Santa Maria del Popolo.
He cupped his hands,
but all I could offer
was an American smile
and a chance to glimpse
my hay-colored hair.
If I could,
I would have taken him home with me,
my Italian prince
six, and missing his left front tooth.

Rainy Day
Amanda Marks
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Your Harmonica
Mary Bremer
emmett
i stole your harmonica
from tom
on his birthday
we were drinking
at the hole in the wall
he brought it out to play
i asked if i could borrow it
and when he wasn't looking
slipped it in my pocket
i took it out
every night
holding collateral
while strangers sang the blues
i could have walked away
with about seven wallets
it made a frenchman dance
to 'the fields of athenry'
it has been played in dublin
cork killorglin and galway
in a hostel in stockholm
it flew to los angeles

through newark and phoenix
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then road tripped to the grand canyon
spent a week stuck in gallup, new mexico
waiting for a new fan belt
it stayed a night in amarillo, texas
it drove through a tornado in oklahoma
and was hit by a drunk driver
in missouri
i brought it back to chicago
where the windy city
lived up to its reputation
it has been to the loop
old town evanston gary
and everything in between
but sounded best
as everything does
on the south side
i gave it away
to JAM-aica
the resident jam band
at the commune
where i spun the potter's wheel
and learned to smoke weed
one day
it may find its way back to you
until then
listen closely over your next pint
maybe you can hear it wail
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Backbend
Rachel Buetens

Proof
Katie Grogan
I love going there in the summer. Maybe it's
the relief of the cool, crisp air -- such a contrast to the
heavy, yellow haze out of doors. In the room my skin
no longer feels stifled by delicate, frustrating beads of
summer sweat. Maybe it's the quiet darkness -- the
peace that comes with being alone, working on something completely my own.
When my eyes adjust hulking, vague forms
slowly emerge in front of me. There is an oversized tin
tub in the center of the room bathed in soft, innocuous
light. Three identical trays lie side by side on the floor
of the tub, each shallowly filled with chemicals. It
smells like rubber, vinegar, something I can't quite
place. The faucet runs serenely; its rippling mixing
12
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with the quiet flow of my breathing.
One by one, I pull shadowy objects out of my
bag:
Boxes of Ilford paper -- one glossy, one silk finish. I like the matte look of the silk paper better.
When the images appear they are somewhat muted,
cloudy. The subjects of the photographs seem to swim
under this murky pool, giving them a mysterious, aged
look.
A small white, rolodex-Iooking box -- it opens
accordion style, revealing slips of semi-transparent plastic. Each four-inch filter varies in color, beginning
with the palest, softest pink and ending in angry, pointed fuchsia. The deeper the color of the filter, the
sharper the contrast between the black and white components in each image. I always use the darkest filters;
the contrast between the blackest black and the whitest
white is crisp, distinct.
I grasp the magnifying glass with its gently sloping arm and choose a negative from the thick, black
binder containing all those I have ever developed.
I slip the chosen negative into the round, metal frame
and feed in into the enlarger. I place a purple filter
into the bellows above it and switch on the safe light.
A faint outline of the image is reflected on the table
and I trace my fingers around the barely visible forms.
I twist the dials and knobs until the image is clear,
well-defined. It suddenly seems to jump out of its
frame, ready to make a lasting imprint.
I gingerly open the silk box, reach into the black
bag inside, and pull out a sheet of paper. I set the fluorescent, glowing timer for several seconds and watch
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lih~vifiil~tlight pefi~ti'atr-~tb.' ~:ilkfibers. As soon as t];c'
inlitg~ liM ~~~kect dlfough, the timer halts the process
with in frenzied buzz. The light goes off and I am
again plunged into darkness.
I whisk the paper ()£f of the table and c@r@moniously drop it into the first tray, filled with developer.
Taking note of the stopwatch on the wall, I gently swirl
the white sheet in the solution. Twenty seconds lapse
with no change in the paper. Patiently it rides the current I've created, waiting for the right time to --- explode into mosaic fragments of black and
white.

.:

It's like watching a ghost emerge from beneath
the water. The eyes surface first, flashing as they settle
into the paper. Then the nose curls out beneath, followed by the feathering of the hands, the neck, the
torso. Everything melts into its proper place.
I pull the dripping paper out of the developing
bath and place it in the second tray. I crouch over the
floating photograph, examining its contents. The eyes
in the tray solemnly watch me back.
Before it can be hung on the wire to dry, it
needs to be placed in the bath of fixer. One time I forgot to do that and when I proudly carried it outside,
the image suddenly vanished, leaving me with an 8xlO
grey square of nothing. All that work rendered useless.
In just a few seconds, everything that I had created was
gone, as if the image had never been there at all.
"There was something there, I swear there was." But
no proof. My word against the blank sheet in my hand.
I am the girl who is always taking pictures. The
girl who furiously fumbles through her purse for a
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~~lm~ra at the mest insignific:ant, random mtilm~nts.
The girl who has some deep, involuntary need to take it
all in -- to remember it, to capture the people there in
that room and <:llaimthem on curling rolls of photo
negatives. Photos as doc:ttm snts. Ptol:lr. III Was there;
all these people are my friends. Look at us -- we're
having a good time."
My rooms at home and at school are similar in
one way: the walls are completely covered in photos:
There's my brother and I in the "boat" we made
using the box the microwave came in. There's my second grade class on Halloween; I was Little Bo Peep. I
was so proud of that hoopskirt and the womanly swish
it made when I sauntered down the hallway. That's my
grandmother on her wedding day; her father was a tailor at Marshall Fields and he lovingly made that highnecked, ivory satin dress. There's Katie, Emily, and
Carina in my backyard on the day of our high school
graduation. Our friend's band, North Bamboo is playing Rolling Stones covers in the background. Junior
Prom with John -- in another homemade dress. The
hem of that copper hued silk was positively shredded
by the end of the night. There's Vera, Julie, Amy, and
[elani at our first sixth grade mixer. Those frizzy bangs
we have are certainly something else. Vera's pregnant
now -- with her second child. The one in the homemade frame is of the kids I babysit for. Ryan, Molly,
and Sean made the frame for me using brightly-colored
buttons, yarn and craft glue. There's Liz and I. There's
another one of the two of us. There's another +we
were dancing in Austria together. She was such a bitch
on that trip -- best friend or otherwise, I'm scared to
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ever travel with her again. And then there are the Wes
pictures. Here we're at the Dunes (complete with the
furiously puffing Gary smokestacks in the distance) on
a sweltering day last July. This one's on the El
train -- he'd never ridden on one before and sat
smashed up against me in that uncomfortable plastic
seat, clutching my hand, wide-eyed as a little boy.
Apparently there aren't half as many people in all of
Lexington as there are in a single brown line train on
its 2 a.m. run. This one is from his birthday dinner -I took him to this funky French restaurant off of
Racine. Our waiter called us his "honeys," put in our
order with a hip and trendy flourish, threw his messenger bag fabulously over one shoulder and more or less
ignored us the rest of the evening. The wine was nicely bitter. I should really take those photographs down
now.
In the mornings when I slide off of bed and
groggily walk past my dresser, I can't avoid them. I
don't believe in throwing them away though -- it's
throwing away memories. Proof. Throwing away
proof that I knew this person. Throwing away proof
that I went places, did things and had fun doing them.
I just can't do that. I'd rather hide them away under
the red shag carpet in my attic than destroy them. It
might be calming for a moment to take a pair of scissors, to gleefully watch the pieces spiral dejectedly into
the wastebasket, but then I would suddenly regret all I
had done. I would want to take it back.
Sometimes the pictures save me that grief, sometimes they destroy themselves.
Last summer Wes and I took a whole roll of
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black and white pictures at the zoo. He captured me
running through the sprinklers, honking at the poor,
overwrought geese in the grassy mall, imitating a
giraffe. Snatching the camera back from him, I
snapped the shutter for a disturbingly lifelike gorilla
impersonation and his wingspan at the Be a Bird exhibit. I loved our stupidity. Unlike the hundreds of other
pictures I stowed in my brightly frivolous albums, we
weren't robotically posing. The enjoyment of the day
was genuine, not forced. For this reason, I was incredibly excited to develop the film. I didn't have the time
to do it myself so I warily left the roll in the care of a
Walgreen's technician. All that I needed was negative
development; I was going to enlarge the photos myself.
When I returned, I was told by the sassy, imposing
woman behind the counter that I "must have exposed
the film," as she handed me the entire roll, streaked in
bleak, oozing purple. I knew that they had ruined it,
not me and I was devastated. All those moments we
saved in the metal and lens of my camera -- those
moments in which I finally felt comfortable and natural
were gone. There's no proof that day even happened.
No proof that we were ever fine. I seem to remember
that we were, but the tangible evidence is now missing.
I don't really understand people. I do however,
understand photographs and the process behind them.
It's so much easier for me to connect with the face
floating in the tray. I don't have to prove anything.
Under the arm of the magnifying glass and the gentle
glow of the yellow light, the subject looks just as vulnerable as I constantly feel.
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Ghana
Sunny Widmann
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Blooming Through the Cracks
Chris Smith
The children play
With the influence of drugs and poverty
Lurking in every corner,
Still they laugh
With high pitched screams
That fill the sticky air
Like smoke fills a billiards room.
A young girl with a round face
Picks a drooping Dandelion
From the crack of the old street
And pops the head of the wretched weed out into
The scattered gravel.
Wondering where the
Blue sky comes from and where
The leaves go in the winter,
The girl's hair so light,
So curled, blows across her face
Like grey clouds floating
Across the sky on a stormy day,
A gun shot fires three blocks away.
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Patchwork of Time
Calli Grimes
"Time is visible in all places. Clock towers, wristwatches, church bells divide years into months,
months into days, days into hours, hours into seconds,
each increment of time marching after the other in
perfect succession. And beyond any particular clock, a
vast scaffold of time, stretching across the universe,
lays down the law of time equally for all. "
-Alan Lightman
Every time I was the seeker, I would close my
eyes so tight that my head shuddered and my nose
scrunched up, my tiny fingertips forcefully pushed
against my sealed eyelids. Even before I pronounced
the first number my peers would scatter like a handful
of marbles hitting the ground, rocketing toward every
angle. "One ... two ... three," I envisioned each number
in my eyes, as I slowly worked my way towards the
golden twenty. My eyes hidden, I counted the seconds, while everyone else in my world hid, and it was
my job to find them.
The air was musty with the smell of aged, yellowed pages in old, worn books with their covers protected under a film rubbed off from the grease of finger tips. Like the pages, the lights were yellowed; not
neon or halogen, but golden. The floor was glossy, and
the reflection from the lights above exposed the
scrapes and scuffs from years of travel. Flip-flops of
hot August afternoons; the traditional, black home-
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coming formal Stilettos; squeaky plastic snow boots;
muddied football cleats; sweaty gym shoes, all their
prints were there, preserved in marks of the floor.
People ran down this hall, sliding and swinging, late
into classrooms. People meandered down it. ..keeping
up keen eyes surveying the premises for that special
glance from that special someone. Some people cried,
but many laughed. The hall was so long that it could
make almost any noise sound like bellowing laughter.
No matter what happens, we can never live the
same moment twice. And even if you walk down the
same hall, or stare at the same lights, it is still impossible to step in the exact spot as before, with the exact
force, and that exact mind. Every time you look at
that light, you see it differently. It's brighter in spots,
it makes you feel different, and it makes you think different thoughts. When I left Normal Community
High School, I knew that I would never be able to
return. And even if I did, I would walk with a different gait; my air would be altered from the last breath I
took with me when I left those halls.
There were clocks everywhere: every classroom, cafeteria, gyms, bathrooms, offices, auditoriums,
and even janitor closets. It was always the same clock,
with a bulky round black lining and big numbers. The
only color on them was the second hand, long, thin
and red. It seemed like they were the frame of the
school, the structure of which the walls were built
upon with their constant pulse, thin and red, ticking
the day away. The students would come with the
stroke of eight and hurriedly rush through the open
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doors at precisely 3:20 p.m. Like rats, trained at the
tone of a bell.
That is just how we are; it is how we are made.
In fact, there is an entire protein complex installed
within each human, our circadian clocks tick with
each moment while our natural alarms are set, and
reset every day. Any distraction or alteration in these
expected schedules can cause great repercussions. It
has been found that if a biological clock is severely
misdirected, it can be the initiating event toward the
path of utter mania. How many mad scientists and
great writers have denied their bodies alarms for sleep

Mary of Space and Time
Andrew Wright
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to work deep into the night? Probably all of them, for
their craft runs deeper than the physicality of their
bodies ... and under their delirious minds, suffering
from exhaustion and malnutrition, they bring beauty
into the world.
Perhaps one of the most important things to
know about our own clockwork is that it is neither
reliant nor free from the world around us. The sun
holds no full power over what we decide about the
day.
There are days when the sun, and time, really
matter more than most days. Like the day that there
was a slight, brittle chill in the air, but the bright sun
made people forget their jackets. It is the kind of day
that standing still causes shivers, but even a steady
walk pumps the blood enough for comfort. If you
were running on this day, even though it was well
into November, it was like a mid-August afternoon,
complete with burning cheeks, intense rays of sun,
and constant sweat running rapidly off of foreheads.
People were running on this day, in Bloomington,
Indiana, with their school colors reflecting from their
jerseys and numbers pinned on their chests. It was the
Division One Collegiate Regional Race, and teams had
gathered to fight for a chance to step up to the
National Championship starting line, nine days following the fire of the gun.
The short grass of the golf course held fresh
dew on its tips that the sun quickly soaked up. The
entire course was constant rolling hills, weaving and
flowing into each other. There were some trees, espe-
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cially lining the sides of the course, where nervous
racers sprinted to minutes before the start to relieve
their bladder and anxiety. This was it. It was one of
those days that could be the end of something great, or
the beginning of something amazing, both of them
looming in the air, like shadows of uncertainty, hanging over heads.
When the gun went off a surge of energy raced
through the crowd as the runners fought for a good
position. Scattered, tiny, electronic beeps speckled
through the air as bystanders started their watches,
monitoring each millisecond of the race. That was
what this was all about. .. time. How fast could one
person get from the white chalk line at the start, to
the white chalk line at the finish? The lines were
pretty much the same, but the stomach could easily
distinguish the difference, from the surging electricity
at the start, to the bottomless ease of the finish. From
the beginning, all the big names pushed their way
through the pack: Notre Dame, Wisconsin, Michigan,
and Ohio. Among these giants, one navy top seemed to
protrude from the jumble of jerseys behind her, and
white, bold letters on the front bore the name of
Butler. A small division one, private university, Butler
was thousands of students behind the others competing in this race. But that didn't matter to the leading
jersey. Victoria Mitchell took a commanding lead,
leaving the bigger schools to follow her trail. And by
the end of the 6K race, she crossed the finish line with
an astonishing 23 second victory over a pack of racers,
sprinting for the second place finish.
"Time, Time, Time! What was her time?"
24
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screamed the frantic man next to me. He wore a red
zip-up track jacket and held a clip-board in his left
hand, his right raised to his forehead shading his eyes
from the brilliant sun. His pencil was shaking and the
sun rays glared off of his glistening, hairless head, oozing with sweat. He was breathing heavily, as if he had
been running beside her, dashing to the finish.
"20 minutes 37 seconds," an unknown voice
yelled from deep within the crowd, lined and huddled
on both sides of the path. What a moment: hundreds
of people gathered, waiting with these seconds of their
lives devoted to the proclamation of a measure of time.
What a moment: to be the first across the line and no
one will ever cross it the same way, with the same
steps or thoughts. And for that single moment, she
held victory in her own steps. She held it in her
hands, and in her eyes.
I wonder if the people at the start of the race
saw 20:37 when Victoria ran by. Even though time is
sometimes measured by a machine around our wrists,
it is still very much susceptible to human error. I'll
bet anything that some watches read 20:35 or 20:38.
The chronometer was created in the 1750's and sailors
would use them on their ships for navigation. Time
was guiding their way into the unknown world. Did
Victoria's watch guide her in front of the rest, to the
finish and the crown? Can time really direct us where
to go?
The bus was big, bulky and stuffed with people
nodding off as the bright lights flashed through the big
windows; the lights flashed through the darkness of
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nighttime. The people were fighting the tired tugging
on their eyelids and the air. Fighting the sleep were
the young with their big coats, stocking caps, and mittens hanging from their sleeves. Old men hung their
heads as white hair peeked out by the corners of their
old-time grey hats that matched the grey in their skin
and eyes. The colors of the bus were bland with age
from use, bland like the battered colors of the coats.
There had been no room to sit, so I held tight
to the cold pole, my body knocking the middle-aged
business man in front of me, and the young poet
behind me. He was a poet of the streets, rhythmically
bouncing his upper torso to the beat so loud that it
blared through his headphones. To my left and to my
right survived an entire river of human heads. Some
were lower, resting like their bodies on the cold, city
seats, and a few were taller, towering over all others,
like kings looking down, judging their subjects.
Through the uneven levels of hair, sat a man and a
woman, resting. His smooth, mocha colored skin
matched her hair perfectly. Her strands were almost
lost on him as they leaned their heads on one another,
eyes closed. Her head was lower, placed almost fully
on his shoulder. His was tilted, embraced with the top
of her scalp, his neck only slightly slanting. Together
they rested, leaning on each other, leaning in more
ways than one. Their eyes were both closed, hiding
them from the adverse years and struggle of the
insipid colors of the bus. Above them, hoisted at the
front was a long, electronic sign, which kept flashing
11:08-11:08-11:08 in big, red, electronic letters.
Spaces and lights made up each number.
26
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Like the sign, each passenger flashed forward
their own emotions of this night in Chicago... all of
them with their own way to flash the yearning for
slumber; longing for the world of dreams and fantasies
to escape from the tepid colors of the bus, the florescent lights of the city, and that incessant flashing red,
reminding them that time continued to move, and
could never be stopped or altered. All they had was
this constant, flashing red, leading them home.
When I drive home I always take the same road
which is the epitome of mid-west America complete
with flat land and walls of corn on both sides of the
pavement. This time night had settled deep and dark,
while the only light visible was the yellow of my
headlights illuminating the road in front of me and the
tiny green clock on my dashboard, nagging the corner
of my eye, and at one glance it read 11:09. The road
always makes me want to sing, and on this particular
night "Don't Look Back in Anger" by Oasis was blaring
and my voice bellowed with the music, trying to
match the booming from my speakers. I was singing
louder than usual, digging deep into my stomach muscles and pushing out air in long breaths. My body
moving with the music and my knuckles were white
from my clutch on the steering wheel. I am not sure
why I had been so overtaken with vivacity. Maybe it
was because my cross country team had just qualified
for the national race that Monday. It might have been
because this road was taking me to see the faces of
those who walked with me down the long, golden
high school hall - walked with me through late nights,
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tears, parties, and discovery - with our laughter jumbled and preserved in the air above the aged floor.
Perhaps it was because I would see the friend that
causes my eyes to burn at the simple notion of saying
goodbye even before we meet. I would see her in the
Chicago Union Station the next morning. But
regardless of whether it was the past or the future
that set fire to my smile that night doesn't really
matter. For I held that moment in my hands: loud
music and fingers gripping the wheel, with the lights
and the night, guiding me home.

Roots
Amanda Marks
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Ocracoke Lighthouse
Joe Bargdill
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Filling the Gap
Mike Rosen
Cold air seeps through an open window,
Rendering all that was once warm and familiar, icy and indifferent:.
Like water that winds its way out of the river,
And into uncharted territory after a long, steady rain,
This foreign air breaches my body's barriers as I inhale,
And stays with me forever.
The cool quality that once defined the substance
Now swims unbridled in my veins,
As I exhale a warm, processed matter.
In this manner I take you,
And all the shining benevolence of your soul,
Into my being, filling a vast void, and allowing me to
Cross wide Canyons, glide over the Oceans, and leap above the Moon,
In one instant of glorious meditation.

30
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Two Magnolias
Jonathon Irons
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Sitting in the Beer Garden at Taaffe's
in Galway, Ireland
Mary Bremer
Across the street, pre-pubescent boys in tailored pants
and navy blue V-neck sweaters
pour out of Mario's, the best chipper
in town. The vinegar and grease
soak through the brown paper bags they're holding
and they wipe their hands
on their khaki pants. Their mothers will not be happy.
Cal comes back with two pints of Harp
and laughs at the Nigerian man
standing outside the flower shop
on his red milk crate,
telling people the dangers of pre-marital sex,
alcohol, smoking, and drugs.
It is lost on him that the only people listening
have a drink in front of them.
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Portrait in Cut Paper
Karen Witting
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Under the Fluorescent Sun
Chad Peelle

His face was bright, pink around the edges, a violent, sharp, hateful pink. His eyes gleamed with an eerie
happiness that was artificial; not fake, but certainly not
real. His hair was spiked and looked as if it might reach
out and try to stab me. He was never a real friend; we
just used each other. On this day he laughed in my face
and tormented me, especially when I wasn't looking. I
knew he was doing it. I knew he wanted something bad
to happen to me. I knew he was out to get me. I was just
with him because it was the normal thing to do. And he
gave me drugs. I wanted to get high on the weed we
were smoking, but I couldn't.
You can't get high on pot, even the really good
shit, when you're trippin' balls on acid.
The world had begun growing orange and yellow
and brighter than the normal noon sky midway through
the day, just after my last day of 11th grade, my junior
year of high school. I spent that half-day at school
obsessing about finding a chemical answer to a spiritual
dilemma. I couldn't bear celebrating the beginning of
summer without the proper substances to take one to an
enlightened understanding of the true meaning of celebration. That day at school was the last time I'd be in a
classroom for two and a half years.
The years seemed to be falling off. Life was disintegrating before my eyes, or maybe behind them. I had
lost all contact with the outside world. I wasn't allowed
to listen to the radio, couldn't watch television, and my
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family had agreed to a rule the treatment center set
which didn't allow me to speak with them.
All those times I said I wanted and needed help, I
didn't mean this. I didn't mean life-altering, restrictive
help that robs me of my personal freedoms and humbles
me. I wanted the type of help that would take only a little while, just to put me back on track. This help was too
scary.
The fluorescent lights had done me in. I was okay
for a while, but the oppression of those lights wore me
down, day by day, and by the time I had been there for
six months I was ready to break. Not that I hadn't broken before. But this was the nuclear meltdown. This was
the cry-out-to-god-l-am-dying breakdown.
I found myself lying face down on my stomach,
pinned to the floor by peers and adults. I had tried to
hurt them. I tried to bite them, scratch them, pull them,
punch them, and kick them. And I had tried to run
away. Now here I was, hogtied, spit and snot-covered
face against the brittle carpet, crying and screaming,
screaming, screaming.
My head was screaming. I couldn't find answers
to all the questions within it. Everything seemed wrong.
Someone had replaced the world with this alternate,
fucked up version where the sky seemed to curl and
swirl and bend and threatened to eventually break and
fall all over me in pieces.
I was chugging orange juice to boost the acid
buzz at lunch time and took the two other hits because
nothing was kicking in. An hour later, the world had
been replaced and started to turn in on itself, seemingly
storing up all of its energy to attack me.
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Under the Curtain
Andrew Wright
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I walked the town in a hazy daze, drifting streets
with names I had forgotten. Friends' faces seemed lost in
the late afternoon fading sunlight. I didn't recognize
anyone and couldn't find where I was supposed to go.
That's when the pink man showed up.
He treated me better than Daniel. Daniel had all
but spit on me, embarrassed to be with a chubby kid
who couldn't handle his drugs. I always looked up at
him with weak, round eyes, then turned my head down.
I strived for better. I looked away from his cold, harsh
face later that summer when he criticized me for cutting
my hair. I wanted to be him, to touch what he was
inside, to channel his energy into my own version of
cool.
But cool was dangerous.
I was cooler with the pink man, Evan. And so we
rode away in his car. He kept asking me questions. I
couldn't answer them. At one point I couldn't form a
single word with my mouth. I pulled and pulled at my
brain and couldn't find words to speak. My lips and
tongue were fighting with me, perhaps afraid of what I
might do or say next.
I remembered that I left my paycheck in Daniel's
car. I remembered I had to go to work at five. It all came
back to me at once and I could speak again and the
world was rushing at me like a storm through a peninsula. My tongue was fast and I was loud and Evan rushed
to get me to Daniel to get my paycheck.
Daniel looked at me like I had just won some
dubious contest that was more worthy of disgust or pity
than glory. He looked at me like I was a child. He
looked at me as if I created a hassle just being in his
presence. I looked down toward the ground.
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By the time I made it to work the world had
begun its attack, slowly swarming around me, creeping
in on me like a small room with walls that shrink and
edge closer and closer together, soon to squish any occupant.
I wanted out of that room. I had been in it for so
long it was hard to remember when I hadn't been in it.
It was hard to remember anything but pain those days.
The therapists reminded me daily of the things I had
done and I was tired of facing how horrible of a person I
was. I wanted out and only knew one way.
"PLEASEJUST LET ME FUCKING DIE!" I
screamed, still being held down. They tried comforting
me, consoling me, calming me down. I couldn't see the
hope they promised. "JUST LET GO OF ME SO I CAN
GO KILLMYSELF!LET ME GO! LET ME GO!" They
didn't.
Spit flew from my teeth and lips and tongue as I
fought against their stronghold, determined to find my
exit. It tasted thick and angry, like my stomach wanted
to bring back my lunch. The carpet my face lay against
was mostly blue with flecks of maroon and yellow and
white and green scattered throughout. People around
me were crying, though I couldn't understand why and
didn't care who they were.
One said, "I hate this fucking disease," through
thick tears in a whiny voice. There he goes, calling this
shit a disease. I think I called him a faggot. Oh well.
Better to be a fag than a freak.
I was freaking out. That five hour shift at the Old
Trail, a locally owned and operated restaurant there in
Pendleton, Indiana, was the longest of my life. I normal-
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ly spent my shift washing dishes for about two and a
half hours, smoking weed for an hour, a half hour stealing from the waitresses' tip jars, a half hour dedicated to
sitting and talking with my co-"workers,"and a half
hour devoted to eating the food I always stole.
This five hour shift was a unique one. I drowned
myself in my work the whole time. I washed the dishes
with scalding hot water, the steam rising up and around
me. I hoped to use it to protect myself, maybe even
make myself invisible, from the rest of the world.
The times I had to walk through the restaurant I
was sure I was doomed. The old crowd gawked at me
and I knew they wanted to and soon would pounce on
me and rip me to shreds. The world was a cartoon and I
was Bugs fuckin' Bunny.
My eyes were pasted wide open, my mouth dry
and unknowing.
The waitresses gave me their pathetic looks and
wondered if they should tell the boss about the fucked
up loser in the kitchen. They decided not to.
Decisions had gotten me here.
I had decided to fuck away my level change. I
had gotten to "Second Level" and gone home for the first
time in six months. The house was different. It was
intrusive, dark, cold, lonely. It wasn't home. I came back
to the building and edged my way back to "First Level"
over the next three weeks.
On a Friday night I smashed a chair and threatened to hurt everyone in the room.
They sent me to the hospital, my second time in
less than three months. I spent a week there, this time
different than the last. The last time I had eased through
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without a mistake, convincing everyone that I was a
knight -- no, a prince -- No! A God.
This time they stuck me in a room by myself and
expected me to change. Instead I decided to drag my fingernails into my inner forearm and rip away my own
flesh. The physical sensation -- hot, fierce, dry -- sent
away the burning knowledge of my need to change and
that sense of being all alone in this world.
One day they gave me some Thorazine. It was a
smart staff. Give Thorazine to a drug addict and maybe
he'll behave. Hey, at least the little fucker'll sleep for a
good long time instead of calling all the nurses bitches
and cunts.
This cunt kept talking to me like I was an idiot.
She, a waitress, looked at me sadly, her eyebrows raised
in the middle like a mom who has exhausted every
method of punishment and just wants her son to behave.
Suddenly I got it. She knew. She knew it all. They all
knew it all. I was trapped in a world where everyone
knew but me. I was locked away in this corner, steam
surrounding me and the world disappearing as much as
God would permit it. I wanted to escape down that
drain with the scorching water. I was tired of being the
show, the cartoon. My feet had grown heavy like the
animator had purposely drawn me with clown shoes
which would weigh me down, sink me into the ground,
and destroy my chances of walking out of this alive.
At least I was still alive. Sometimes I thought that
was a good thing. Other times, well, those other times I
reached for the gun I didn't have.
Maybe if I had a gun I could shoot myself out of
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here. Because I knew that I wasn't going to be able to
just walk out. The acid had convinced me that I was
stuck here forever. I wanted to be free from this ugly,
lively, too-bright world and to come down from this
horrible drug that had poisoned my thinking into a
wedge of sanity and a whole pie of lunacy.
I tried hard, for a long time, to convince myself
that I was crazy. At least then I'd have an excuse to give
up. Then I could become a vegetable. I wanted them to
give me a lobotomy, but they refused.
Somehow, no one refused to let me go. Somehow
I got out of there that night. They shut everything down
like normal and I rode home in my father's car in
silence. The world was still breathing, still soaking into
my bones and the night was overcrowded with light. I
said nothing and looked down.
The first thing I thought about the next day was how I
could get some more acid.
I felt like the acid from almost a year ago was still
ripping at the nerves in my brain.
I could feel my pulse as I stood and issued my
apology to the people who had to witness my fits of violence, both outward and self-inflicted.
I could feel my red, saturated blood swishing
through the arteries and veins of my face as I urged
another kid to fight me.
I could feel life growing inside of me as I turned
that heavy corner called change and felt some sort of
natural light again ... called hope.
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Thin Iranian Skin
Mike Meginnis
1.

The tragedy of sex Final proof.
No unity for neither.
Your hot, fluttering breath
the red sheen of your breasts
your cheeks your watery eyes.
And the dubious liquid
shape of your back.
Tell me nothing
We remain separate
but entangled, confined
to our nerves and their crackling wrappers.
II.
You must have been disappointed too.
You teased and nibbled at my edges
my borders. Trying to break them down.
You sucked hot blood to the surface of my neck
and chest. Seven times made seven marks.
If I could not be you I would be yours.
If you could not be me, you would
not be yourself. You said not to take
no for an answer.
So I grasped your chin firmly and
I grasped your haunch firmly and
you said not to take no for answer.
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III.
You cooed for something you hated
but could you hear your voice? like I could?
Did the quavering timbre register
- I watched the blue veins ripple beneath the surfaceof your thin
Iranian skin
We were cold to one another
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but never acknowledged the sicky-sweetsmell and protestation
of my stomach.
anything anything anything at all.

Rachel Buetens
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To Be Immortal
Karen Witting
To watch each season go,
and come, and go again.
To suffer each day the pain of death
and yet to never die.
To blink in spring
and open your eyes to winter;
each instant seeming so short
and all instants so long together.
To see the Great Bear lumber steadily by
a hundred times a hundred times
and to know that you will out-travel him.
Like Tithonus watching perfect Dawn
ride out each morning, fiery, strong;
you mark companions who come, and go,
but do not come again,
for who could stay Forever?
And who could say forever, and mean it?
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Inside Out
Bettina Fleckenstein
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Stairway
Bettina Fleckenstein
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Optiks
Alicia Pattison
with a k, as in knight
Sir Isaac
who upon seeing an apple fall to the ground
dubbed gravity the perpetrator.
it must have been that ruddy red,
colliding on the morning dew
as transparent rays of energy
poured between films of chloroform
which led him to discover
refracted light.
Thus the prism was invented.
So he contemplated the moon
needing to understand
the attraction across empty spacethen it was the oceans,
tidal waves' ebb and flow.
But did he know eight glasses of water
and an apple a day
were a daily requirement
for a healthy human body?
Oh inventor of invisible forces!
What say you on matters of faith?
Could you see?
Heaven is a glass spectrum
of reflected light
where souls are drawn
like the apple pulled to earth.
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Winter Clock
-Joe Bargdill
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Christopher
Cervelloni
Senior Editor
Christopher Cervelloni
has been involved with
Manuscripts since his
freshman year, the last
two years as Editor.
Over the past four years,
he has been very pleased
to see the progress of the
magazine, and he is optimistic that the magazine will continue
to grow, both in literary merit and campus recognition, after he
graduates.
Christopher is double-majoring in English Education and
Creative Writing. He plans on teaching high school English and
will always continue to write. Outside of Manuscripts, he is also
involved with College Mentors for Kids, a tutor in Butler
University's Writers' Studio, is a member of the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity and the Sigma Tau Delta English honors fraternity.
Christopher greatly enjoys outdoor sports - backpacking and
downhill skiing are his favorite activities +and reading and
writing have long been a passion of his. He enjoys reading Kurt
Vonnegut, Tom Robbins and Chuck Palahniuk and writes
mainly short fiction.
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Tracy Bowling
Junior Editor

A junior English!
Creative Writing major
with a concentration in
Middle/Secondary
Education, Tracy has an
immense love for language and literature that
she hopes to impart to
her students. Her plans for the next year include student
teaching and working on her thesis, an original drama based on
historical accounts of the Underground Railroad.
In addition to her work with Manuscripts, Tracy stays connected to writers both on and off campus through the Indianapolis
writers' group RRRR and her job as a Writer's Studio tutor. She
is herself a writer, having made appearances at the Indiana
poetry Festival and the 2005 and 2006 Undergraduate Research
Conferences. Tracy also has a passion for film scores, and she
occasionally writes her own compositions for student films.
She is devoted to her faith, her family, her future career, and
Manuscripts, and proudly accepts the challenge of making next
year's magazine the best issue yet.
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O'Connell
Paddy O'Connell is a
senior English Literature
major from River Forest,
Illinois. He has been
the Manuscripts Events
Coordinator for the past
two years and has been
involved with the magazine since his junior year at Butler. He is the president of
Sigma Tau Delta, Butler's English fraternity, which means that
he is perhaps the biggest dork on campus. He believes in the
now, holding steadfast to a Henry David Thoreau quote: "Live
the life you have imagined."
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Paddy enjoys any activity that is soul enriching and results in a
smile. He spends most of his time living life in fast forward and
leaning into the whir. Literature, poetry specifically, is a deep
passion for the young man. He can not stop reading and writing, hoping to some day punch the world in the gut.
His favorite writers include W.S. Merwin, Charles Wright, C.K.
Williams, Mary Oliver, Ezra Pound, Wallace Stevens, Jack
Kerouac, and Kurt Vonnegut. He also enjoys reading soul
wrenching world literature. He believes in this magazine and
hopes that the passion he put forth towards poetry and the
development of Manuscripts lives on far longer than he. He
also enjoys speaking in the third person.
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Calli Grimes
Advertising Chair

Calli is a sophomore
English Writing and
Psychology major.
Along with being part of
the Manuscripts staff the
last two years, she is also
a member of the Butler
Cross Country and
Track and Field teams. Recently, she has begun volunteering at
the Julian Center. Calli enjoys spending time with her friends,
traveling, camping, and dance parties. Sometimes, she picks out
a crazy good record, turns on the lava lamp, and plays chess.
She loves eating pea pods and drinking green tea while watching rented movies.
After college, she plans on joining the Peace Corps, and eventually getting her doctorate in English. She believes that everyone should lie down in the rain before they die, and eat ice
cream.
Calli loves reading until the letters get blurred, and the musty
smell of old pages. She is passionate about writing, and has
been inspired by great voices of Jose Saramago, Shakespeare,
John Steinbeck, Tennyson, and Robert Bly. She is excited about
the magazine and where it will go in the years to follow. She is
also excited about studying in England next semester, or as she
would like to call it "returning to the homeland."
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Diane Hardin
Staff Member

Diane Hardin is a sophomore Creative Writing
major and Religion
minor from Mount
Vernon, Indiana. She
would like to become
either a government spy
or a Disney songwriter if
she ever grows up. Along with this, she plans to have a baseball
team of children, preferably with a husband.
She loves writing, reading, eating cookie dough, fishing, singing
loudly in the car, watching movies, and laughing. She hates
chocolate and mint together, the movie Closer, and that she
cannot stop herself from laughing when people fall - especially
tall people.
Outside of Manuscripts, Diane is involved with SGA and serves
as a member of the Coffeehouse and Communications committees. She adores volunteering at Riley once a week and she
waitresses at Olive Garden on 38th street every Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. She thoroughly enjoys serving Butler
students who request her.
Diane has high expectations for Manuscripts if the many submissions from talented students this year were indicative of the
upcoming years.
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Karen Witting
Staff Member

Karen is a sophomore
English/Creative
Writing major with a
theater minor. She is a
member of Pi Beta Phi
sorority, and writes the
horoscopes for the
Collegian, forcing her
strange sense of humor on the entire Butler community. She
also works as an assistant in Butler Theater's costume shop,
where she fosters her love of David Bowie and showtunes while
parked behind a sewing machine for several hours each day.
There she has learned to identify fabrics by the smell they give
off while burning and has contributed to everything from a
hand-headed wedding dress to a twenty inch Salieri costume.
She hails from the wonderful northwest side of Chicago and
does the Sun-Times crossword puzzle every night online.
When she is not busy with classes or extracurriculars, Karen
enjoys reading, sketching, and taking road trips.
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Meagan Hinze
Staff Member

Meagan is a freshman
and a Chemistry major
with a Music minor. She
has a great love for
Germany as well as the
language and hopes to
maybe even major in it
as well.
Meagan is also an avid reader when she actually has free time
(which is rare during the school year since she always has
homework or is practicing a musical instrument) and enjoys
reading poems of somewhat obscure German poets (though
Rilke is still one of her favorites). Also obscure are some of the
bands she tries to find just to be different from everyone else.
Meagan likes to jot down poems and story ideas on occasion.
She also feels that a good (or meaningful) quote can be the
highlight of a day.
'''Solong as I get somewhere, ' Alice added as an explanation.
'Oh, you're bound to do that, ' said the cat, 'if you only walk
long enough. "'
-Alice in Wonderland
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Invitation to
Publication
As of August 30, 2006, Manuscripts will begin
accepting submissions for the 2007 issue. We
cordially invite you to submit your creative
work for the 2007 magazine. We are looking for
your best creative short stories (both fiction and
non-fiction),

poetry, photography and artwork.

For specific submission guidelines, please visit
our website, www.butler.edu/manuscripts.
If
you have any specific questions feel free to
email us at manuscripts@butler.edu
office at 317.940.6344.

or call our

Best of luck in your creative endeavors. We
look forward to reading your work!
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